Law is codified common sense and as such it demands application, innovation & interaction at intra & interdisciplinary scale. Understanding deficit is a by-product of faulty approach & strategy, hence we take a pledge to forge new tools & techniques to make it a very interesting, absorbing & enlightening subject which it deserves. We respectfully submit that our approach is innovative & path breaking & with your cooperation, we will continue the legacy of giving best result.

Alok Kumar Ranjan
Founder & Director
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Our Courses
From the Director’s desk

- Alok Kumar Ranjan (Founder & Director)

We are indeed privileged to be given an opportunity to interact with you. At the outset, let me sincerely congratulate you on deciding to become a Judge. Being a member of the judiciary is one of the best career choices and is the most worthy of admiration in modern era.

Welcome to the world of Ambition, which is a synonym to teaching of law & reckoned & recognized as India’s the only institute especially dedicated to learning of law which is reflected in its name “Ambition Law Institute” where Ambition is shaping legal careers through institutionalized teaching & training. Our unparalleled commitment, unquestionable integrity & intelligence have guided us to achieve the numero uno position in the legal field. We stand for our pledge and we promise to deliver the best and to serve you in the most intelligent manner.

Ambition Law Institute has been fortunate to formulate fruitful interactions and associations with Bar Associations, Law Schools, Court Establishments and Civil Service Training Academies so that a dynamic, meaningful and evolutionary outlook towards a preparation strategy can be devised to successfully combat the tedious entrance examination process. With numerous selections over the last two decade, Ambition is the leader in providing the supreme quality preparatory guidance. We believe in the capabilities of every student who walks through our doors and we make our sole objective to provide them exemplary learning experiences.

It is the world of smart working people and not only hard working, so the hours of study do not matter rather it is the approach & strategy which count. In this regard, Ambition has always been available to guide the students in every aspect which can yield the best results. These days, as success does not come only by learning law but even proficiency in English, depth of General knowledge, writing skills in Essay & mastery in translation also count, so we give importance to these areas also by conducting classes for these things. As you might be aware that many students know law but they fail due to their unpreparedness in other areas but at the same time these things can not be overemphasized. So we have formulated our lecture plan to give them desired importance.

Lastly, I sincerely look forward to meeting you and wish you the very best of luck for your future endeavors.
Our Vision

To provide high quality and relevant education and training to meet the requirement of the modern era competitive exams standard so that the aspirants from any segment of society could have full confidence about any exam in legal sphere at lowest cost. We are seriously committed to our mission to provide the finest legal education and to prepare the next generation of leaders.

Our Objective

- To evolve and impart comprehensive and innovative legal education in order to equip students for all types of competitive exams.
- To broaden the domain of knowledge of the students and guide them to organize their study in required manner.
- To improve the ability to analyze and present it in the best manner for the purpose of examination.
- To do all such things as incidental or necessary or conducive to attain favourable result in all competitive examination.
- To foster an educational value and environment which promotes public service and instills a robust sense of professional values.
- To provide advice and support to our students and alumni in their professional development.
- To secure the resources necessary to achieve our goals.
- To make learning an enjoyable experience

Reputation & Associations

Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan Sir’s credentials is an able educational administrator, dynamic institution builder and popular law teacher got acknowledged with his nineteen year long tenure as Founding Director of Ambition Law Institute, Delhi. Ambition Law Institute is rated as one of the best law Institutes in the country today, a large part of the credit goes to the untiring efforts and self-evasive leadership of Mr. Alok kr. Ranjan Sir who went as a stranger to Delhi and soon became its best known law teacher in less than a decade! For him students welfare is prime concern and he will not hesitate to reach to the students to promote learning opportunities for his students. He is no doubt one of the popular teachers among the whole student community. Mr. Ranjan, his colleagues say, has a peculiar knack of solving even difficult problems by applying common sense & Logic & by engaging his disciples.

The credentials of Mr. Ranjan as appended hereto is a clear testimony of his excellent teaching skills and academics.
AKANKSHA TIWARI (Rank 1st)
UTTAR PRADESH JUDICIAL SERVICES 2019

*To fulfill my aspiration of becoming a Judge, I joined Ambition Law Institute, Delhi and then under the guidance of teachers there I began my preparation. My constant score was on classes, Coaching notes, Study Material & Test Series of Ambition Along with this my friends Gaurav, Abhishek, Amrita constantly guided & helped me with my revision as all of us had cleared our mains.

At last I would like to mention that you don’t need 8-10 hours of study what you need is constant revision of what you study in 4 hours in class. Thank you, Team Ambition.
NEVER LOOSE HOPE... BEST IS WAITING FOR YOU

SUMAN BHANDARI (RANK-4th)
UTTARAKHAND JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

I give credit of my success to ambition Law Institute. The very first work I did was I joined Ambition and from the very beginning I got perfect guidance and very clear direction. I feel everyone should dream big because your dream becomes your motivation towards preparation. My heartfelt thanks to God and my parents and the entire team of Ambition.

NILESH BHARDWAJ (RANK-61TH)
BIHAR JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

The secret of my success is my family's and Alok sirs Unfailing faith in me. To get into such services one has to overcome his weaknesses and need to develop consistency in daily routine. I believe that most important thing required to get in to Judicial service is patience and hard work. Don't let result deter you. At the end I would say the first step of taking admission into Ambition in July 2018 became the first step towards my dream.

MANYATANDON
JHARKHAND JUDICIAL SERVICES 2019

I am Manya Tandon. I graduated in the year 2018 i.e. I did 5 years law school and them I joined Ambition Law Institute, 5 years of my college have been very good academically. I always had a passion of becoming a Judge and for the said purpose I joined the institute. I gave 5 Pre exams, only 1 mains, and 1 mains and thus declared Jharkhand Judiciary. I would like to thank the entire Ambition institute who motivated and provided a path for the same. They suggested several techniques for clearing Pre and Mains exam. I am grateful to each and every one especially Alok Sir, without whom I wouldn't have been here. Then I would like to thank my family and friends who constantly motivated me.

KANIKAA GGRAWAL (RANK- 4TH) DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

Hard work consistency and patience, I cleared in 1st attempt. It is due to smart planning. I am sure that I could not have done it myself as it requires lot of efforts and therefore I joined Ambition Law Institute, I want to affirm that one who deserves credit for clearing my path is Alok Sir. He kept telling me what to study and what not, I attended every single class every single discussion and now I am here.

CHITRANSHI ARORA (RANK-15TH) DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

This is tough path as your mind keeps telling you give up but u have to teach your self that no I won’t. My parents, brother and the love of my life inspired me. But it would have been impossible without Alok Sir. He stood as mentor and as a force to accelerate me towards my result. In the lecture itself he was to give every signal detail regarding the preparation and the subject.

NEHA SAINI (RANK-9th) DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

Stay focused, solve previous years question paper and get guided by Alok Sir. He is the teacher who teaches most difficult subject in best and easiest possible way. The class material of Ambition was sufficient enough for me to score the highest in my mains exams.

DEEPAK YADAV
HARYANA-2019 & AP JS-2017

Thank you very much Alok Sir for the amazing approach that you have rendered with properly administrated strategy towards the judicial services examination. Where lies the essence of getting success for becoming a judge. I owe high gratitude towards the Ambition institute and all the staff members for providing the perfect faculty, study material and especially class notes of Alok Sir, who not only motivates the students but also creates a learning atmosphere in & out of the classroom.

SWAPAN DEEP SINGHAL, (Rank-9th)
UP HIGH JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

Consistency, patience, parents wishes and excellent guidance of Director Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan Sir took me to this position. I remember the tricks and techniques and his words in the class where he use to tell us how to study Law and how to remember the concept for the long period of time by understanding the core behind every principles. As a Judge I will never forget one statement often he use to say in the class i.e. New jump into conclusion but reach to it I will follow these activities during my service to this Nation.

MADAN MOHAN (RANK-29TH)
UP HIGH JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

It was my 1st lecture in the class and on the very first day I got the opportunity to learn the concept of Constitutionalism by the Director of Ambition Mr Alok Kumar Ranjan, that class made me see my Ambition, which is to uphold the constitution of India and its pious provisions. Today if got the opportunity to do the same and I can say this now with authority that lecture of Alok sir shall always remain the guiding factor, whenever any question of law or Constitutional provisions would be dealt by me, sir I have not seen any other one holding the same expertise on the constitutional law during my practice in most of the courts of India.
NEETU GUPTA (Rank - 104th)  
RAJASTHAN JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

I am Neetu Gupta Di Sh. Krishna Gupta and Poonam Gupta completed my LL.B. from Delhi University in 2017 and then I started to prepare for Judiciary to crack this prestigious exams. I was looking for the best institute to help me into achieve my dreams. I visited each and every Judiciary-cracking Institute. But my search finished with my joining Ambition Law Institute. Which I found to be the best in my search, later on. I realized that I opted for the best, as my guide, mentor, teacher, leader Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan. I found him to be the best in all respect. The way he motivated us all to achieve our dream cannot be described in words but can only be realized by attending the classes. The whole team of Ambition Law Institute is very helpful and prompt. The material, mock test that we usually have daily for both preliminary and mains, helps us a lot in revising and memorizing and understanding the subject thoroughly with the guidance of Ambition Law Institute.

ABHINAV PANDEY (Rank - 1st)  
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES

I would like to thank my teacher Alok sir, Vijay sir, and Ambition staff who all have helped to achieve my success. I am here... I wish Ambition Law Institute to reach heights and help as many students they can! All the best to all and thank you again!

POONAM TODI (Rank -1st)  
UTTARAKHAND JUDICIAL SERVICE

My name is Poonam Todi. I am very happy for achieving 1st Rank in UKPCS-J and I am very thankful to almighty, my parents, my family, my teachers, my friends and a very special thanks to Ambition Law Institute.

ADITYA PANDEY (Rank -1st)  
BIHAR JUDICIAL SERVICE

I joined only Ambition Law Institute, Delhi for Law & G.S. I have a strong belief that a suitable mentor has a very important role in one’s success. In my case I was respected mentors of Ambition Law Institute who provided an impeccable guidance in making my vision clear and take definite steps towards realizing my goals. I owe my success to him.

UDITA  
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICES-2019

My name is Udita. My Father Mr. Ram Dutt is an Retd, (Income Tax Officer). My mother is a homemaker. I did my law from campus law centre from 2012-2015 after that I did L.L.M from National Law University Delhi, from 2016-2017. I joined Ambition Law Institute in 2013 weekend batch I was a very regular student in the weekend batch, realizing the importance of each and every class I hardly miss any class. My strategy was to have class notes regularly, to given class tests regularly, Ambition Law Institute helped me to learn that with smart strategy and by differentiating between most important, less important and but so important topics one can clear the exam more efficiently. Team Ambition helped me at every stage starting from joining the institute till now. I fulfilled this dream with the help of my parents, my brother, my college, and my friends. I wish Alok Kumar Ranjan Sir, Alok Kumar Raman Sir, and all faculty members at Ambition Law Institute the best of luck.

MONIKA (Rank -1st)  
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICE

Without Alok Sir’s teaching, I could not have made it. The achievement is like dream come true for which I am really thankful to Ambition Law Institute where I learnt and sharpened my skill to crack exam. After attending classes here, I understood the real importance of a mentor who not only teaches but also teaches the art of success and learning. I wish other aspirants similar success.

NAZISH KALEEM (Rank -1st)  
UTTARAKHAND JUDICIAL SERVICE

When I joined the Institute, I saw the teaching method of Alok Kr. Ranjan sir that was really excellent specially in Procedural Law. This made me confident. Focussed approach, consisteny and patience definitely lead to my success.

SURPREET KAUR (Rank -2nd)  
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES

My last semester of law college, I decided to join a coaching so that someone could provide me continuous guidance in the right direction that was required for the preparation and after careful consideration I joined Ambition Law Institute which turned out to be the right decision. The class notes that I prepared during my coaching in the classes of Alok Kumar Ranjan Sir and other faculty members there turned out to be one of the most essential tools for my preparation.
NIKHIL AGARWAL (Rank 2nd)
HIMACHAL PRADESH JUDICIAL SERVICES

I owe deep gratitude to you for the success which I have achieved in Himachal Pradesh Judicial Services Exam-2009. You had provided a lot of encouragement for doing smart work rather than hard work. The path of success is not an easy one but you as well as your team members always enlightened my path of success, words are not sufficient to describe the help, support and encouragement given by you and your team members by which I was able to achieve this success. My good wishes is always with this institution and the aspirants.

ROHIT (Rank - 2nd)
UTTARAKHAND JUDICIAL SERVICE

I would like to express my gratitude towards the entire family of Ambition Law Institute for the expert guidance. Throughout my preparation for the Judicial Services exam, I have found Sir’s articulated approach towards law as an optional subject and innovative & exclusive way of teaching to be of immense help. I specially remember your short, smart & interesting ways of study.

RISHABH KAPOOR (Rank - 3rd)
HIMACHAL PRADESH JUDICIAL SERVICES

Respected Alok Sir, I would like to express my gratitude for the success I have achieved in my field. The amount of respect that I get for the same is immense and I want to convey that all the students studying here have the same capacity and potential to crack these competitive exams. All you require is a proper guidance and hard work which is assured once you join this institute.

DEEPTI SINHA (Rank - 3rd)
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICE

In fact, Ambition Law Institute has played a vital role in my success. The guidance of mentors there have been really an eye opener experience. Without their guidance this success could not have been achieved by me.

HAKIKAT (Rank - 3rd)
HIMACHAL PRADESH JUDICIAL SERVICE

I owe thankful to Ambition Law Institute for assiduously ushering me to achieve my goal. I have been able to crack H.P. Judicial Services Exam only because of strategic guidance provided to me at Ambition Law Institute, Delhi. I wish every aspirants similar success but that will require even their dedication, devotion & discipline.

ARCHANA (Rank - 3rd)
M.P. JUDICIAL SERVICE

I owe great depth of gratitude to Sir for his immense cooperation and enlightening opinion vis-a-vis at law subjects. My selection within a short span of 1 year bears testimony to this fact. Sir is such a wonderful human being that one won’t find it difficult to consult him even in the odd hours of the day. I deeply feel indebted to Sir and Ambition Law Institute for this achievement.

SHARIB ALI (Rank - 3rd)
U.P. JUDICIAL SERVICES

When pursuing Law at Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh my teacher Mr. Waseem Ahmed qualified for U.P.P.C.S (Judicial) at that time I thought that I should pursue my career in Judicial Service and then and there I decided to join Ambition Law Institute Delhi on advice of my seniors. Thoughts do not acquire concrete shape overnight it is a long procedure consisting of dreams, thought, guidance and labour slowly and gradually. It is easier to take decision but difficult to implement so, I decided to take help of best mentor & guide.

PREETI RAJPUT (Rank - 3rd)
MAHARASHTRA JUDICIAL SERVICE

Thank you so much for your constant support in my journey to Judicial services. Special thanks to Alok Sir for having faith in me from the beginning. He is our Guru, Mentor, Teacher & our guiding light. His wonderful teaching of techniques helped me a lot to understand Law. As Sir always use to say that law is very interesting topic. I use to take with same interest. The institute offers a professional environment to every aspirant which helps a lot in path of success. I recommend Ambition Law Institute to every aspirant of judicial services for a systematic, determined & focused preparation, I wish all the best to entire team & heartiest congratulations for their nation building.

RIYA GUHA (Rank - 3rd)
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICE

Your institution has helped me to crack a highly competitive exam like DJS in my first attempt. It has helped me to streamline my efforts in the rights direction. Your unique and interesting way of teaching has made me love the subject and has made me attain success in a very short span of time. Thank your Sir for your encouraging support.

TANIA SINGH (Rank - 4th)
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES

I am highly grateful to the entire team of Ambition Law Institute for guiding and inspiring me throughout my journey of Judicial Services preparation. Special thanks to Alok Sir for having faith in me from the beginning. He is a reservoir of knowledge and his wonderful teaching techniques are exceptional. I recommend Ambition Law Institute to every aspirant of Judicial Services for a systematic determined and focused preparation. I will send the best to the entire team and heartful gratitude.
SHIVAM BHARDWAJ (Rank - 4th) 
UP JUDICIAL SERVICES
I am obliged forever to Ambition Law Institute. Joining a time-tested Institute like Ambition definitely gives one a clear strategy in the preparation, along with practicing more question frequently makes one’s preparation better, in Ambition, I got enough opportunities to write exam papers within time frame.

AAKRITI VERMA (Rank - 5th) 
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICES
I devote and attribute all the credit for my success to my Guruji Alok Sir. Without his guidance this dream would have remained unrealised. I consider that the right step towards fulfillment of my dream was to join Ambition Law Institute. Under Alok Sir’s careful guidance, one is not just prepared to crack these exams but also understands the fine nuances of law effortlessly.

MRIDUL GUPTA (Rank - 8th) 
DELHI JUDICIAL, HARYANA JUDICIAL & M.P. JUDICIAL SERVICES
My heartfelt congratulations to Ambition on achieving a splendid result in Judicial Service Examinations. Kudos to Ambition for realising this goal and the help, guidance and support of the team here encouraged me throughout the journey. The teaching methodology, classroom presentation and discussions and exhaustive study material amply helped my preparation. My best wishes to Alok Sir and the team to keep up the good work.

DHANASHREE DEKA (Rank - 8th) 
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES
Sir, allow me to express my gratitude to you, your precious words of wisdom and your jolly attitude has always been the backbone of the class. Without the efforts of the whole team at Ambition Law Institute, it may not have been possible.

T. PRIYADARSHINI (Rank - 9th) 
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES
I wholeheartedly attribute my selection in DJS 2015 to Alok Sir and Ambition Law Institute. I joined Ambition on recommendation from an earlier student (who is currently a judge in Delhi). I relied heavily on Sir’s guidance and benefited immensely from Ambition’s course structure, test series and course material.

ANAMIKA (Rank - 9th) 
ANDHRA PRADESH JUDICIAL SERVICES
I owe Alok sir and Ambition for life as it has provided me with the support and nurture that helped me to reach where I am right now... Apart from the support, communication and above all professionalism, the most important thing I have learnt from you is how to be a good human being. Thanks Alok sir.

SAUMYASHARMA (Rank - 9th) 
CSE 2017
My advice to all aspirants would be to be honest with yourself in your preparation. There is no shortcut to success. Dedication, determination and hard work is required, practice is essential. One must practice tests for their optional paper, as well as General studies. I joined Ambition law institute’s test series for law optional, acclimatizing my performance in law optional.

NIHARIKA KUMAR (Rank - 14th) 
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES
Respected Alok Sir, would like to thank you for my selection in Delhi Judicial Service. Your guidance with regards to approach the subject, conceptual clarity and updated knowledge helped me immensely in prelims and mains preparation. I would especially like to thank you for consistent emphasis on solving questions which are helpful in strengthening grip over what we study. And lastly thank you for having faith and constant motivation.

ASHA GUNPAL (Rank - 64th) 
RAJASTHAN JUDICIAL SERVICES
Ambition Law Institute and its faculty have a great part in my success story. I want to say...Thanks for converting our mistakes into lessons, pressure into productivity and skills into strength. You really know how to bring out the best in us. I would definitely recommend my friends to join here.

BHARAT AGGARWAL (Topper in Weekend Batch) 
DELHI JUDICIAL SERVICES
I think I owe everything that are achieved to this institute and most importantly Alok Sir without his guidance, training & imeding support, it just couldn’t be possible for me Alok, I would like to acknowledge the continuous support & assistance of Vijay Ji & Shristi and other staff of the institute who have always been available at all stage of my preparation. I think three things are most important for a judicial aspirant (i) determination & perseverance (ii) belief in oneself (iii) proper guidance at all stages of preparation. Alok Sir not only helped in this but also developed strong motivation & belief in me. With his guidance & among willpower anyone is bound to succeed.
SUNIL KR. MEENA
RAJASTHAN JUDICIAL SERVICES
I would like to share my success with the faculty as their teaching methodology played a huge role in bringing out my result and I am very happy and proud to say that your comments on my failures and your compliments on my performance – both motivated and inspired me to do better. Thank you Ambition Law Institute.

KAMAKSHI MEENA
RAJASTHAN JUDICIAL SERVICES
I sir… nothing that I can say or do will ever convey the amount of gratitude, I owe to you for showing me how to have the right attitude. Your ideals that we followed religiously helped at a great length. Thank you for all your patience and perseverance. Last but not the least, Thank you sir for giving us such a wonderful time here as this will be stored in our hearts forever.

RAHUL AGARWAL
GUJARAT JUDICIAL SERVICES
This institute is worthy of appraisal… And I am here writing its due! Ambition Law Institute and Mr. Alok Kr. Sir both will always have a very special place in my life and I would like to wish them good luck before starting this new journey may you achieve great success in your life.

GANGADUTT SHARMA
GUJARAT JUDICIAL SERVICES
You are a true mentor Sir! From being nothing to something, I have traveled a long journey under your guidance. And my skills and talent would have gone with me to the grave, if you hadn’t spotted them and inspired me to go forth and be brave. I thank you Mr. Alok Kr. Ranjan Sir.

JYOTI GROVER
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICE
I am deeply obliged to Alok Sir and the entire Ambition Family for providing me with the most brilliant guidance and allowing me to ask as many conceptual and substantive questions. I was deeply moved with the personal guidance and a sense of warmth with which I was always greeted, ensured the highest levels of motivation especially during moments of introspection.

VIVEK CHAUDHARY
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICE
You have been very instrumental in my success. Your classes helped me in developing conceptual clarity and very good understanding of the subject matter. Sir, your personal attention and timely advice helped me to maintain focused approach towards the judicial examination. Moreover, your positive and enthusiastic interaction kept me motivated throughout my preparation. I thank you for being my guide to success. I dedicate my success to my institute & my parents, it’s their support and blessing which has made everything possible for me.

NEHA GOYAL
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICES
First of all & without a miss my heartiest thanks to the entire team of Ambition Law Institute who really helped me in achieving this goal. Without Sir’s guidance and timely help and every time, throughout my coaching, it would not have been possible for me. Clearing Haryana Judiciary in my very first attempt is a dream come true and of course it requires loads of dedication & seriousness and I am very much thankful to you sir & whole team who showed me the right path to achieve this dream.

JATIN GARG
HARYANA JUDICIAL SERVICE
Respected Sir, My words of gratitude are very small and takes a backseat in front of your dedication and efforts in making me out… Sir, before meeting you and joining this institute was just a trembling stone in my way, useless & waste but your teaching and guidance has carved me out into a shining gem. I remember whenever I was lost in doubts, you sorted all out just at glimpse of my expression. Everyone can see the shine which I may have now, at the same time I owe this success to you my sir, my teacher, my guide and my God.
FELICITATING TOPPERS
DIRECTOR MR. ALOK KR. RANJAN
FAQs

Why Ambition Law Institute?
(What makes us unique)

"Ambition Law Institute" is a subsidiary of AEPL which has a glorious history of 19 years of successful guidance in Judicial Services Examination along with Civil Services Examination and CLAT.

1. UNIQUE TEACHING TECHNIQUE
Ambition has a unique teaching technique developed through extensive interaction with renowned and reverent faculty members who have given their valuable inputs.

2. PROFICIENT FACULTY
We have some of the finest faculty available in the coaching includes blend of experience, expertise & young dynamic coach who developed the techniques of Subjective Answer writing & Interview.

3. EXPERT’S DESIGNED MATERIAL
A strong research and development team consisting of people with great experience, continuously indulge in making the materials and short the day to day development which is provided to the student.

4. CONDUCIVE CLASSROOMS
This institute offers a highly conducive, healthy and congenial study environment in well-ventilated, spacious and hygienic classrooms.

What are Ambition Advantages?

**Begins with basics** - Session for every subject begins with the basics of the syllabus. We don’t assume that students have come to us well-prepared.

**Proven experience and reputation** – Ambition has been serving students from across the spectrum in all capacities for over a decade and has been the undisputed leader in providing meaningful preparatory legal education.

**Student centric approach** – All our teachers and staff are dedicated towards making classes congenial for students. We commit ourselves into evolving in as many ways as possible to suit the needs and aspirations of our students. The pace, intensity and remedial attributes are carefully placed keeping only the students at the realm.

**Dedicated Expertise** – Preparation of such immensely competitive exams demand a dedicated team of experts who at Ambition, work tirelessly round the clock so that the most updated, relevant and concise literature could be ready for students use.

**Overall growth and personal touch** - We strongly believe in helping a child grow not only intellectually but also in terms of a more pleasing personality. Additionally, we absolutely cherish spending time and effort on every individually so ensure a marked betterment.
What is JUDICIAL Services?

To those, who have an inclination towards public service or the trappings of state authority, the judiciary can be a worthwhile option. Not only, it is a way to remain closely connected with the law throughout your professional life, but also one that offers the satisfaction of working for the good of society, an intellectually stimulating profession where you shall command the respect of the common man.

There are two avenues open to become a member of the judiciary.

The **FIRST AVENUE** is to participate in the competitive process for the judicial services. The judicial services have two entry levels. The first is for fresh graduates through an entrance exam conducted by the respective state public service commissions (like Punjab, Haryana, UP, MP, Rajasthan etc.) or the High Court (Delhi). The syllabus for these exams can be found on the website of the commissions and includes law subjects along with English, General Knowledge and the Local language of the state. An entry through this avenue assures you of time based promotions and a secured employment early on in your career.

The **SECOND AVENUE** is to start a litigation practice and hope to get elevated to the bench. This service is open for lawyers with a certain prescribed minimum years (Seven years) of litigation practice. For that applicants have to appear in a competitive examination conducted by the High Court of Judicature of different states which is known as the Higher Judicial Service (HJS) and the syllabus for which is similar to the one described above. The advantage with this option is that if selected the applicant gets posted as an additional district judge which significantly hastens promotional prospects and the candidate can become a High Court Judge.

If you want a secure and safe career and wish to be in public service, albeit with a comfortable compensation package instead of the vagaries of litigation, then the judicial services is the right choice for you.

How to crack JUDICIAL Services Exam

**A BRIEF INTRODUCTION**

Law - an interesting subject:

Law is a subject which is based more upon concept and analysis apart from being interesting and applied, Law offers great career opportunities in current times. In Judicial services, the exams are conducted in 3 stages i.e. preliminary, mains & interview. So while preparing we have to keep all the 3 stages of examination in mind.

**PRELIMS**

In preliminary examination the requirements are as (1) understanding the basics from the bare act and illustrations (2) comprehension of celebrated case laws, i.e. application of legal concepts in factual situation (3) finding factual information apart from changes in law (temporal variation) either by amendment in statute or by reversal or by overruling of decisions (4) legal maxims, its meaning and application.
MAINS

In mains examination one should develop the capacity to understand the call of question and develop an analytical bent of mind which can be applied in giving complete content to an organized answer. The difference primarily in preliminary and mains are not the syllabus but the way to represent answer and to reach to the right conclusion. The mains exam demands reproduction of ideas where as P.T. requires choosing the right option. Student should prepare for both mains and preliminary exam simultaneously. A concrete preparation would mean starting with an incise approach identifying a strategy and selecting portions to lay stress on. A glance at previous years questions papers can be very helpful.

In a university exam (in LLB), you tend to write long answers, which comprises of 5-6 pages each, but in judicial services exam, you are meant to answer briefly. There are two essentially approaches to follow while preparing for the judicial Services exam. One is horizontal and the other is vertical.

The first comes handy for the preliminary exam where you have to read exhaustively and you must prepare to solve the objective questions. The decoding the Bare acts, comprises horizontal preparation. You can’t afford to skip even a single topic. After completing the preparation through this approach, you should start a vertical approach, which equips you to hit the bull’s eye (Mains exam). This is the lateral study of legal subjects where you have to prepare each and every topic entirely. For that we advise question oriented approach rather than text book approach and you can prepare a subject by 15 to 20 questions. A simple textbook approach can’t be followed. To cite an example, when we study the recent Supreme Court’s order prohibiting investigative agencies to carry out narco test then it must be studied in the light of different laws including Law of Evidence, Criminal Procedure Code and Constitutional Law. This way, each subject must be studied thoroughly.

In these exams, there are around 20 subjects of Law—major and minor acts offered. In the course of the preparation for the judicial services of different states, you have to do 5-10% per cent of extra preparation.

In Delhi, there is no transfer of property act but for the Judicial services in Punjab & Haryana, you must prepare the customary laws regarding family matters (marriage, succession & adoption etc).

In Uttar Pradesh, you must study local laws such as UP’s land law. Delhi’s exam asks questions from the Delhi Rent Control Act.

Another useful technique to learn Law is the ‘group’ method. You can do the grouping which will help you remember the provisions for a long duration. Every chronology in the legal books is logical and easy to remember. In the case of constitution, if we talk about Government and its powers it starts from the country, regions, citizens and come down to states, union territories and panchayat starting from part first and ending at Part tenth. The part VII was removed after constitution was amended in 1956. Interestingly, to remove the part VII of constitution, Seventh Amendment act was introduced. “As per the group method, first four parts have provisions related to country and its people while next five parts entail issues related to the administrative, legislative and judicial structure of the country. It starts from the union of India in part V and boils down to panchayat system in part IX.”

LAW@CODIFIED COMMON SENSE

Law is nothing but codified common sense. Have you ever wondered, who decided the law or how we came to have today’s version of law then I must tell you that common sense has played an important role in the minds of the lawmakers to take final call on laws. Students have to understand this in the very beginning that to perceive the significance of bare acts, they have to start the process of application of common sense and logic from the day one.

It is very important to be alert all the time about your surroundings like what is happening, more importantly why that is happening, what you can learn from that and lastly, how wise you are in the application of that learning. Being uncommon is that many times students are too reluctant to find out problems or they have their careless attitude towards the incidents happened in their surroundings. Due to that they are not able to learn from their surroundings and face complete failure during application of common sense. It is the examination hall for the students, where they require common sense the most.

You don’t need a Ph.d to exercise common sense rather it is a trait you develop with time. You must have heard this line that “Common sense is not so common”. The reason behind this is that people’s mind is already occupied by fear of failure and pressure due to which students tend to complicate simple things. So, KEEP CALM AND STAY AHEAD OF ALL.
**LAW—not about Sections & Case Laws:**

A common misconception about law is that it is bulky and contains mere provisions. A deep understanding of the law will translate into a genuine interest creation. It is a subject based on common sense and logic and anyone can learn.

The broad conceptual base has to be developed and its interlinkages with other topics and subjects have to be appreciated and that is what makes the study interesting. The process helps in understanding which facilitates retention and reproduction.

The recent year question papers in mains reflect that the questions have not only been asked from often repeated areas but also from the areas which have not been touched so far. The current development, happenings also condition of the mind of question-setters and they raise new issues from the same area. Some papers like Constitution, Cr.P.C, C.P.C, Evidence, S.R.Act are more dynamic in nature and pose problems for students and they requires rigorous analysis of the questions. As far as other papers are concerned, it is more Bare Act oriented and the nature of question being very simple, so it has more potential to yield the better results. Therefore approach of study and the answer writing pattern of these papers should be different. So some papers apart from analysis and comprehension requires support of current developments whereas other papers expects orientation of Bare Act along with illustrations and case laws.

**Strategy for Preparation**

These competitive examinations require a different kind of approach and strategy which include understanding the real syllabus, demand of the question, demand of subject, the art of writing the answers and the ability to reproduce it at the right time. This is the least that is expected from student preparing for Judicial and Civil Services.

An aspirant of Judicial Services needs to strive for excellence in his/her presentation and the first step towards achieving that is to have in depth and thorough knowledge of the subjects which can come only through hard work over a period or through competent and able guidance.

We, at Ambition, have prepared the real syllabus, which is reflected in the previous years’ questions. Here lies the difference between the most relevant and relevant topics to be studied for the examination. Most of us know the relevant things but are unable to find out the most relevant things, which make our study precise, and exam oriented.

We not only prepare our teaching syllabus, according to the demand of the examinations, but also try to solve the questions of previous years and also try to answer questions, which are in our contemplation i.e. likely to be asked.

**Effective Study**

In sum, to study effectively for written examination either objective or subjective, a student must to cover all the three important aspects

1. To reduce legal theories and statute down to a concise, straightforward statement of the elements which are just enough to be applied. Without knowledge of the precise elements, it is not possible to anticipate each of the potential issues which the legal theory could yield.

2. To perceive or anticipate which words or phrases within a legal principle are likely to be the source of issues and how they are likely to arise within the context of a problem.

3. To conceptualize situations in which each of the elements of a rule of law would become the source of a factual issue. Unless a student can illustrate to himself/herself an application of each element of a rule of law, he/she does not truly understand that legal principle.

**Approach of Study**

In the light of aforesaid aspects, approach of study should be oriented towards the following ends:

1. The student should try to develop the broad conceptual base.
2. Understanding of the linkages with the topics and other papers of Law.
3. To apply law in real factual situation
4. Temporal and spatial variations along with why this variation has happened and what is its implication.
5. To produce analytical content in the answers of mains examinations.
6. To innovate methods to the basics & crux of the topics.
ANSWERING TECHNIQUE

First prepare the background keep in mind the concerned points.

Generally a law answer should include:-

a) Statement of law
b) Illustration of Bare Act or case law or examples
c) A logical conclusion

Apart from these, one should adhere to

A) A,B,C of answer writing i.e. accuracy, brevity and clarity in presenting answers
B) innovative examples and illustrations which can explain law in the best possible way
C) spotting issues and raising arguments for & against.

PRACTICE MAKES A PERSON PERFECT

Success can be achieved only by practice which exposes weakness’ and help prepare one well.

As law is not all about sections, case laws & facts which is general perception, so it must not be read in shallow manner but one should try to delve deep into the subject by raising questions like what is the topic all about, what is its relevance, what question can be raised in the exam & how to make it interesting so it can be remembered better. The broad conceptual base has to be developed and its inter linkages with other. You Understand easy and simple concepts.

WHAT IS PROVIDE

1. We provide coaching for Foundation course of 11 months in Judicial services, weekend courses, test series and interview guidance.
2. We will teach all important papers in Law and will focus more on important areas.
3. We provide material for maximum subjects but for certain subjects we give 100% dictation in class and students are advised to note down those things in the class.
4. As far as local Laws are concerned, they will not be taught in detail rather brief outline will be given and important areas of exams will be told, except U.P. Local law which will be taught to Mains examinees.
5. For G.S, there will be special extra classes.
6. We conduct classes even for judgement writing.

We feel that career is one of the most important thing in anybody’s life so it should be planned & mentored properly under watchful eyes of an expert. So, I will strongly advise every student of law to attend these classes which will really create a change in their approach of learning law.

As we all know that winners do not do different things, but they do things differently and this is our purpose behind this particular venture, so that we can be helpful in creating that difference in approach.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rajshthan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>U.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bihar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each state, the table lists the following sections:


- **Provisions**: Various provisions listed for each state, including but not limited to Constitution, Civil Procedure Code, Indian Penal Code, etc.

- **Other Acts**: Other relevant sections or provisions not explicitly listed but applicable to the respective states.

Note: The table is extensive and includes a wide range of legal and jurisdictional acts relevant to the judicial services combined states syllabus mains.
How did Ambition Law Institute came into being?

Strong desire to teach motivated me to train students of neighbourhood at native & in Delhi & when I got opportunity to mentor them, they surprised me by saying that I teach well and method of communication is sui generis and so there was the spark and of course, I was looking for a rewarding career which can contribute to the growth of nation and society & hence opted to be a trainer, motivator by opening a training institute in the name of Ambition Law Institute in year 2001.

Do different exams (e.g. Judicial Services Examination, CLAT & CSE (Law)) require different preparation process?

These examinations have different goals, one is to select a person who has aptitude to learn law, another is to select who can deliver justice in social context with sense of responsibility and comparison and third one is meant to select an officer who can work for the people’s betterment as per the direction of the government. Hence the requirement of all exams are entirely different and in later part of interview I have elaborated upon strategy to be followed for cracking these exams.

Law is considered as one of the social sciences. How important therefore is the study of history, politics, economics & sociology?

Law operates in society and for society, so understanding of social, economic and political background of society is must for proper understanding of operation and execution of law. Hence, they provide suitable base for learning of Law in proper environment.

Are students today more keen to prepare for judicial services than it was a few years back?

If we look 15 years back, then judicial services exam was an irregular affair but now a days when there is so much discussion on quick justice delivery and it has been reiterated by the Supreme Court also time and again and has been realized by executive too that there is very poor population-judge ratio in India, therefore there is huge demand of judges at all levels and these days different states are conducting exams every year. So, obviously students find a good career option in form of lower as well as higher judicial services.

What is an ideal preparation time for a student for these above exams? Do they vary for exam to exam?

Ideal time to begin is when one decides to appear in exam and students of differential capacities will take different time period to prepare for it.

Ideal time to begin is when one decides to appear in exam and students of differential capacities will take different time period to prepare for it. For that purpose one can begin as early as possible so that he/she can plan and strategise as accordingly in advance but at least two year time framework is must.

Modern Era has thrown open diverse options and opportunities to Law students. In this regard, Ambition Law Institute has adopted an approach to train the aspirants to meet the challenges of different career options be it advocacy or justice delivery or confirming to corporate career or be it Law Managers etc. All of these demand application of multidisciplinary approach and establishing interlinkages at interdisciplinary & intradisciplinary level, application of Criminal & Civil procedure to substantive Law like Law relating to criminal and civil wrong for finding best solution and of course it needs training of highest standard which can make them competent to cross over hurdles at different stages of providing solutions.

The institute was established with sole aim to provide high quality and relevant education and training to meet the requirement of the modern era competitive exams standard so that the aspirants from any segment of society could have full confidence to pass any exam in legal sphere at lowest cost. We are seriously committed to our mission to provide the finest legal education and to prepare the next generation of leaders, to build the nation and reform the society.

When I look back, I feel proud that we have been able to produce more number of Civil Servants with law optional and huge number of judicial officers from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and from Kutch to Arunachal who have been doing excellent job in their respective areas and carrying our ambition flag high.

Apart from this, we have trained many to become great lawyers, corporate law managers P.P.s and APPs along with Professors & Lecturers who are flag bearers of our unique innovative and absorbing method of imparting education and making learning an enjoyable experience.

Not only this we have started our own publication in the name of Ambition Publications to reach out to masses by publishing books at lowest cost and the first book which we published is an “Idea of Constitution” – a short, simple summary of Indian Constitution which can be comprehended by common man. And now we are publishing even simplified version of Bare Acts to help students even at remote places to learn law in easier and better way.

In contrast to other institute of repute, we charge lesser fee to serve the students and our faculties go to different universities to share their ideas of learning law and preparing to help the students studying there. So, we understand our responsibility to society in true spirit and not in words and promises.

JUDICIAL SERVICE (Preparation Strategy)

The judicial services have two entry levels. The first is for fresh graduates through an entrance exam conducted by the respective State Public Service Commissions (like Punjab, Haryana, UP, Bihar, Rajasthan etc.) or the High Court (Delhi). The syllabus for these examinations can be found on the website of the commissions which includes law subjects along with English, General Knowledge and the Local language of the State. Even Ambition publishes copy of syllabus of judicial services. An entry through this avenue assures you of time based promotions and a secured employment early in your career.

The second avenue through which you may join the judicial service is known as the Higher Judicial Service (HJS). This service is open for lawyers with a certain prescribed period of litigation practice (i.e. seven years). For that applicants have to appear in a competitive examination conducted by the High Court of Judicature of different States and the syllabus for which is similar to the one described above. The advantage with this option is that if selected the applicant gets posted as an Additional District Judge which significantly hastens promotional prospects and the candidate can become a High Court Judge.

Judicial Services examination is three tier exam which demands different preparation plan & strategy at different levels. The first stage is preliminary which require Bare Act analysis, conceptual & contextual clarity, awareness of spatial and temporal variations apart from memorising some factual information. For this purpose we need to prepare an aspirant for understanding the scheme of Bare Act. As we strongly
Mentoring future Judges & IAS

believe Law is Common sense & Logic and everything has an arrangement and order and as there is synthesis in human body parts as head is at the top & Leg is at

Law has immense utility in General Studies as Polity and international relation and Essay writing too and I may say that administration cannot be run without learning law. So, law is must know area for an administrator

the bottom, similarly in all Bare Acts we have an order & organization, there is just need to pick it up in the correct order and that is what we do in our training. For example in Cr.P.C. there will be investigation first then report will be filed and then any judge can take cognizance and begin trial and at this stage there will be question of territorial jurisdiction of court and after trial only there can be acquittal or conviction and if aggrieved, there can be chance of appeal, review etc, so the arrangement of chapters & sections are like that. This arrangement awareness and understanding can make you very comfortable in memorizing sections, and chapters and it is key to Preliminary Exam.

I believe that text finds its meaning in context so understanding everything in context is necessary for proper understanding.

Then comes the second level of written exam where one is required to provide solution to application based questions or reproduction of ideas in answer to theoretical questions and at last level interview session to examine suitability of a person as a judge who can deliver justice with sense of responsibility. For this purpose We, at Ambition, have blend of experience and energy in our team to produce best quality teaching which answers all questions related to a topic and has been designed in such a manner to make understanding easy, interesting and absorbing and in a way it is meant to train the minds to think.

The training of students are imparted in such a way that they can tackle the most complex questions asked in exam. The teaching methodology helps students to retain the idea in mind for long time & to produce them with ease in different pattern & style to suit the needs of different exam. Here we train students to prepare the best answers in their own words and we advise them to prepare synoptical notes with sections and cases in their own words.

CLAT : An emerging option

CLAT has only one stage of objective exam consisting of the components of Legal Aptitude, Logical Reasoning, English Language, Mathematical Aptitude and General Awareness which has good standard and requires practice in time frame as there are 200 questions to be solved in two hours. We suggest students first to master principles & then practice on everyday basis.

Legal Aptitude, Logical Reasoning and to an extent English Grammar & usage require proper grasp of certain limited principles to be applied.

Learning of general awareness is a long process which must be learnt in story type manner otherwise cramming of facts is too cumbersome process. So we advise students to read one good newspaper like Indian Express everyday and to build a story in mind and this newspaper reading helps them to improve English Language understanding, vocabulary & usage apart from helping them in learning legal developments like passing of new laws & ordinances, recent decisions of the Apex Court, understanding legal terms along with current legal happenings around them.

Law (Must for IAS)

Law as an optional in IAS is based on common sense understanding & application of variety of interesting Laws like Crime, Contract, Tort apart from contemporary legal development in different fields of law related to consumer protection to environment protection, understanding of information technology law to Copyright & Patent. Apart from them, prevention of corruption, protection of Civil Rights help an aspirant to serve society better. Constitution is a basic law which helps in Polity and working of different constitutional machinery apart from governmental policies and plan which has to be in accordance with DPSP and International Law helps them to understand international dimensions in legal sphere which can make them confident in dealing with International Affairs.

The nature of questions generally find context in key areas & current happenings so it becomes predictable too. Only requirement is basic indepth understanding of topics of the syllabus in current context.

Law as such is nothing but common sense & Logic so any student can adopt this subject as one of the safest optional because it needs common sense application of set of rules in a given situation to find solution and has immense utility in General Studies as Polity and international relation and Essay writing too and I may say that administration cannot be run without learning law. So, law is must know area for an administrator.

Our Training (Preparation Pedagogy)

These days, as success does not come only by learning law but even proficiency in English, depth of General knowledge, writing skills in Essay & mastery in translation also count, so we give importance to these areas also by conducting classes for these things. As you might be aware that many students know law but they fail due to their unpreparedness in other areas but at the same time these things cannot be overemphasized. So we have formulated our lecture plan to give them desired importance. We follow certain basic thumb rules which are as follows:

- Begins with basics - Session for every subject begins with the basics of the syllabus. We don't assume that students have come to us well-prepared.
- Proven experience and reputation – Ambition has been serving students from across the spectrum in all capacities for over a decade and has been the undisputed leader in providing meaningful preparatory legal education.
- Student centric approach – All our teachers and staff are dedicated towards making classes congenial for students. We commit ourselves into evolving in as many ways as possible to suit the needs and aspirations of our students. The pace, intensity and remedial attributes are carefully placed keeping only the students at the realm.
- Dedicated Expertise – Preparation of such immensely competitive exams demand a dedicated team of experts who at Ambition, work tirelessly round the clock so that the most updated, relevant and concise literature could be ready for students use.

I will sincerely advise all aspirants & their parents to take decision after exercising due care and caution in selecting career as well as the institute. We should go by the quality of teaching and mentors rather than relying exclusively on results as many institutes give session for one day in the name of interview guidance or answer writing and then publish photographs which is quite misleading and by show of the photographs they charge hefty fee as well and aspirants unaware of truth fall prey to their claim.

— Alok Kr. Ranjan
This is to certify that Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan, Director, Ambition Law Institute, Delhi, delivered a special lecture on "Strategy for Judicial and Civil Services Examination". His impeccable knowledge & exclusive mode of teaching law through innovative techniques has been hugely appreciated by the faculties and students.

His strategy and approach of dealing with law is really beneficial for competitive exam aspirants.

We wish him all the best.

(Dr. A.P. Singh)

Chanakya National Law University

Prof. Dr. M. S. Jain

To:

Dr. Alok Kumar Ranjan

Director,

Ambition Law Institute,

135, Vivek Vihar,

Delhi - 110 092

Dear Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan,

I am immensely happy for completing with my request for Advisor to lecture on "How to Prepare for Judicial Services and other Law Examinations" to the students of Law University. Your students and the faculty are very happy at the way in which you have delivered your lecture. The methodology you have adopted was quite innovative and the faculty in particular was highly appreciative of your lecture. The students were highly encouraged to attend the lecture at your request for preparing for the competitive examinations.

I wish you all the best and will be happy if you can enlighten the students and faculty of my University on many occasions too.

Thanking you,

With best respects,

Your sincerely,

[Signature]

University of Kashmir
Center for Career Planning and Counseling
Shangri-La Bagh, Srinagar

Mewar Institute

To:

Dr. R. R. R. Suresh

Dean,

Law Faculty,

Mewar Institute,

Nepal

Respected Sir,

On the occasion of Mewar Institute, we express our profound gratitude to your kind self for your kind consent and information. Below given is the topic "Preparation Techniques of Teaching Law" Programme is scheduled to organize.

We desire to have an honor of your kind self in our Law Faculty.

Thanking you,

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Faculty of Law
The KIIT University

To:

Dr. Alok Kumar Ranjan

Director,

Ambition Law Institute,

135, Vivek Vihar,

Delhi - 110 092

Dear Mr. Alok Kumar Ranjan,

I am extremly happy that you last week we arrange to deliver a special lecture on "Preparation Techniques of Teaching Law" Programme is on 28.08.2012 organized.

We are sure that your lecture was highly appreciated by the students and teacher.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Since 2001

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan delivering the key note speech at SGT University, presided by Justice Reva Khetrapal

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan being welcomed by Padma Shri - Mr. P.H. Parekh, Eminent Jurist, humanist Professor B.B. Pande Sir

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan With Mr. P.H. Parekh, Supreme Court Bar Association (Ex-President)

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan being honoured by Mr. Ved Prakash Sharma, President, DBA

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan receiving memento from Mr. B. Kumar Dean, ICFI University, Dehradun

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with V.C., RMLNLU

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan, Prof. Singh & Mr. Yadav

Ambition Silver Medal being awarded to Divesh Tripathi

Ambition Gold Medal to Santanu Tyagi, Gujarat Judicial Topper

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Deepti (DJJS Topper)

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Sharib Ali, U.P. Judicial Topper

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan delivering a lecture at RMLNLU, Lucknow

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Apoorva [IAS, 19th Rank] and Vichitra Veer (IPS) at Ambition Law Institute

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Shantanu Tyagi (Gujarat Judicial Topper), Shrinivas Divesh and Professor A.P. Singh
Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Toppers alongwith their parents

Director Alok Kr. Ranjan with Toppers alongwith their parents
Note
### Correspondence Course (Judicial)

1. The duration of course is 6 months.
2. Study material will be supplied through post.
3. Our material is based on the previous years question asked in different judicial exam.
4. In our material, subjective & objective previous years questions are provided at the end of each chapter with their hint answers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF COURSE</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>COURSE DETAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Service (Foundation)</td>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>Classroom teaching, course material, tests &amp; worksheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Course (Judicial &amp; IAS Mains)</td>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>Classroom teaching, course material, tests &amp; worksheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Service (weekend)</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Suitable for College Students as well as office goers (class only on Sundays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Service (Law Optional for I.A.S Mains)</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>Classroom teaching, course material &amp; tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>न्यायिक सेवा हिंदी माध्यम</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>क्रेडिट ऑनलाइन कक्षाएँ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Course (Judicial/Civil)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Supply of course material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Test Series (Pre &amp; Main)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Postal / In Person 6 Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS Test Series (Main)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Postal / In Person 6 Papers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All payments should be made in favour of "**AMBITION EDUCARE PVT. LTD.**" payable at Delhi through Demand Draft only.